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Students experience Japan disaster, relief efforts begin
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

When the 8.9-magnitude earthquake shook northeast Japan on
March 11, USU sophomore Brett
Stevenson was on a boat in Tokyo,
and said he saw and felt things there
he will never forget.
The intensity of the quake caused
a 33-foot tsunami that wiped out
the majority of Sendai, affecting
an area where more than 2 million
people live. Furthermore, two of
Japan’s nuclear power plants have
been severely damaged and are causing radiation sickness. An estimated
10,000 have been recorded dead.
Stevenson is now safe in Logan,
and said the chaos he witnessed while
in Tokyo is still difficult to believe.
“It was really weird because we
went out that night to walk around
the streets and see what was going on
and there were just thousands on the
street stranded because all the public
transportation was down,” Stevenson
said. “They were walking four to five
hours to get home that night.”
Misu Zu, a junior in biology, has
been keeping in close contact with
her family that lives in Tokyo, which
is located about 200 miles south of
Sendai. Zu is an exchange student
at USU for the spring semester, and
said she is scared for her friends in
Sendai. She has not heard from any

MEMBERS OF THE JAPAN CLUB and Hsin-Fang Wang
(left to right), members of the Japan club, discuss how they can
raise money for the disaster relief in Japan. CARL R. WILSON photo.
At left, firefighters and civilians clean the wreckage in Sendai,
Japan, after the tsunami struck March 11. AP photo

of them, but has found hope that they
are safe.
“I couldn’t believe it the first time
I heard it because I have never experienced such an earthquake,” Zu said.
“The biggest I experienced is level
three or four (on the Richter scale).”
Zu’s parents told her entire bookshelves toppled and two big lights fell
from the ceiling and shattered across

the ground. Her neighbor’s roof caved
in completely.
A group of 16 USU business students were sitting in a meeting in
Kyoto when they started to feel the
quake, however, those conducting
the business meeting assured them
earthquakes similar happened often,
said Robyn Renee, a graduate student
studying business administration.

“We didn’t see much of the repercussions until we went over to Tokyo,”
Renee said. “We were trying to get to
the airport and had to take a bus and
got really lucky as far as transportation goes.”
After seeing photographs and
videos of the wreckage in northeastern Japan, USU students organized

a meeting on Monday in the TSC to
bounce ideas around about possible
campus relief efforts. In the meeting, ASUSU administrative assistant
Keenan Nuehring said a new student
volunteer organization called STEPS
is heading up the relief effort with

- See DAMAGE, page 3

Cuts prompt radio
to improve local
marketing strategy
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

BRADY STANGER, A JUNIOR and marketing major, and Nate Decker, a sophomore in civil engernering, work the mics during their
show the “Superhuman Power Hour” in the Aggie Radio studio on the third floor of the TSC. The show airs every Tuesday from 6-8 p.m.
Jordan Allred, head of Aggie Radio, and other contributors are meeting weekly to increase the number of radio listeners. CARL R. WILSON
photo

In an effort to seek both a greater audience, several employees
of Aggie Radio ping-ponged a variety of ideas about how to more
effectively market their organizaiton, particularly to incoming
freshmen at a March 1 meeting.
The meeting primarily focused on marketing strategies coming out of the gate when the university’s fall semester begins this
August. It followed a previously-held meeting among faculty
members in the department of journalism and communication
that discussed ways to avoid a potential cancellation of the station. Such concerns are a result of mandated budget cuts to all
public higher education in the state.
One idea was to include music from the radio station at their
booth for Day on the Quad. Ryan Baylis, a staff member of Aggie
Radio and recently-elected ASUSU Athletics vice president for

- See HD, page 4

USU purchases land for regional campuses to maximize growth
By MEGAN BAINUM
assistant news editor

Utah State has purchased the property housing the former
Intermountain Indian School in Brigham City, a piece of land
USU spokesperson John DeVilbiss said is a significant one.
The land will be used for future growth, DeVilbiss said,
and is in a prime location because unlike the strip mall the
Brigham City campus of USU is currently in, this land will
give USU more of an opportunity for expansion.
“It is already considered a campus setting which makes it a
nice fit for USU,” he said.
The main piece of land, consisting of 33 acres, was
appraised three times, DeVilbiss said. The land was appraised
by the seller, Thomas Development Co. of Boise, Idaho, as well
as by USU and a third, outside party. The $2.5 million USU
paid came from the third appraisal. He said the university was

Inside This Issue

approached after Thomas Development purchased a total of
Cowley said.
50 acres of land from New York investors for $650,000.
Cowley said there are two more pieces of property that
“We had it appraised which is required
USU purchased for $800,000 from
by policy and we followed that process
another individual not part of Thomas
“It is already considered
exactly,” DeVilbiss said. “There is never
Development. Five more acres in
a campus setting which
a normal amount for appraisals, they
Brigham City are in the process of being
change day to day.”
purchased by USU as well. Cowley said
makes it a nice fit for
Dave Cowley, USU vice president for
the total cost of all of these properties
USU.”
business and finance, said the final purwill be $4-5 million.
– John DeVilbiss,
chase amount for the 33 acres came after
“There were a couple small properUSU spokesperson ties that we were able to get in conjuncthe seller appraisal and buyer appraisal
were different enough that both parties
tion with the main property. It consolidecided a third appraiser should come in.
dates the property so we could maximize
Once the third, independent appraiser came in, the final puropportunity for growth,” DeVilbiss said.
chase amount was agreed upon.
Cowley said one benefit for USU is that it secures a site for
“The final number did end up between the seller appraisal
- See APPRAISAL, page 4
and buyer appraisal, but it doesn’t always work that way,”
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman is
to correct any error made as soon as
possible. If you find something you
would like clarified or find unfair,
please contact the editor at 797-1762
or TSC 105.

Nat’lBriefs
Prosecutors say that
Berlusconi paid for sex

MILAN (AP) – Premier Silvio
Berlusconi paid for sex with an
under-age Moroccan teen 13
times at his villa near Milan,
prosecutors said in a document
filed Tuesday seeking indictments
against three aides for allegedly soliciting prostitutes for the
Italian leader.
The seven-page document,
obtained by The Associated Press,
alleges that the sex-fueled parties
started with dinner, progressed
to erotic dancing involving the
premier and culminated with
Berlusconi’s choice of a sex partner, or partners.
Prosecutors have formally
closed the investigation and are
seeking indictments against the
three aides, whom they accuse of
identifying possible sex partners
for Berlusconi and informing
them of payment and other compensation “that they would have
received for their sexual availability.”

Elizabeth Taylor
remains hospitalized
LOS ANGELES (AP) – Elizabeth
Taylor has entered her second
month at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, where she is being treated
for symptoms of congestive heart
failure.
Publicist Sally Morrison said
Tuesday that the 79-year-old actress
is in stable condition. Taylor is continuing to receive treatment and
be monitored at the Los Angeles
hospital, where she was admitted
in early February, Morrison said
Tuesday.
Taylor announced her congestive heart failure diagnosis in 2004.
The Oscar-winning actress has
received friends in her hospital
room, where she also watched the
Academy Awards to celebrate her
birthday last month.

LateNiteHumor
Monday, March 14, 2011 –
Top 10 Things You Can Expect In
Charlie Sheen’s One-Man Show
10. One-man show, and a five-man
emergency medical team.
9. Knife fight.
8. A guy falling off stage dressed as
Spiderman.
7. Eighty percent of the audience:
undercover DEA agents.
6. Critics giving it two and a half
stars.
5. Trouble.
4. Balloons for the kids.
3. Scary machete juggling.
2. Duh ... Nothing.
1. Two hours of complete and utter
nonsense.

Quake response evokes Japanese resilience
TAGAJO, Japan (AP) – Close to the
epicenter of Japan’s devastating earthquake and tsunami, workers at a warehouse hauled out cans of coffee and soda
this week to offer to passers-by for free.
“Help yourself! Take what you need!”
they yelled as they put box after box
on the sidewalk. Their boss Kazuyoshi
Chiba said the phone lines are down, so
he can’t reach company headquarters,
but “I think this is the right thing to do.”
With the same mixture of resilience
and resignation that has lifted Japan out
of previous disasters, many survivors of
last Friday’s calamity are calmly pitching
in to help themselves and others, taking
life one day at a time. Four days on, there
is little of the public anger and frustration that so often bursts forth in other
countries.
The one exception may be near the
troubled Fukushima nuclear plant,
where fears of radiation leaks are spooking residents and fraying tempers.
Elsewhere, survivors search for missing
loved ones, clean up their streets and
wait patiently for gas – with regret, for
sure, but hardly a complaint.
Osamu Hayasaka was among those
snapping up the free drinks handed out
in Tagajo.
“There are a lot of older people near
where I live, so I’ll give them some of
this,” the 61-year-old man said, strap-

ping two boxes onto his red bicycle with
a bungee cord.
His extended family of six has no
power, intermittent water and little food.
But, he said, he isn’t angry at the government; he understands that officials have
other priorities.
Japan is a nation of 127 million
people with a long history of disasters,
both manmade and natural, from a 1923
earthquake that killed 142,800 in the
Tokyo region to the country’s doomed
entry into World War II, which ended

with the atomic bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.
Through these and more recent
traumas, including a 1995 earthquake
that killed 6,400 in Kobe, the Japanese
have endured and rebuilt their country
with a usually quiet and uncomplaining
resolve. Now, the country’s spirit is once
again being tested by what its prime
minister has called its most severe crisis
since the end of the war.
The magnitude-9.0 earthquake and
ensuing tsunami killed untold thou-

PEOPLE GATHER TO RECEIVE free drink service in Tagajo near Sendai,
northern Japan, Monday, March 14. AP photo

sands on Japan’s northeastern coast and
left many more without shelter and electricity and scrambling to find water, fuel
and food. Even as rescuers begin to reach
them, officials are desperately trying to
prevent serious radiation leaks from the
Fukushima nuclear reactors, where the
disaster knocked out cooling systems.
Amid the chaos, foreign journalists
have remarked on the polite demeanor,
the lack of anger, the little if any looting
or profiteering that seems to characterize disasters elsewhere.
An American academic, Robert
Dujarric, was stuck in a halted bullet
train overnight after the earthquake.
Passengers remained calm and didn’t
pester railroad employees with questions such as when the train would move
again, said Dujarric, the director of the
Institute of Contemporary Japanese
Studies at the Temple University campus
in Tokyo.
“Basically,” he said, “if you have to
spend 16 hours in a stationary train and
an additional nine hours getting home,
do it in Japan.”
A Japanese phrase offers some insight
into the Japanese psyche.
One is “shikata ga nai,” which roughly translates as “it can’t be helped,” and is
a common reaction to situations beyond
one’s control.

Former Alaska lawmaker gets suspended
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP) – A former
Alaska lawmaker was given a suspended three-month jail sentence
and fined $1,000 Tuesday as part of
a plea agreement that will spare him
from a federal corruption case.
Bruce Weyhrauch had pleaded
guilty to participating in, aiding or
abetting a person who is lobbying
but not registered to do so. He had
faced the possibility of up to one year
in prison and a $1,000 fine.
Weyhrauch was among a group
of Alaska lawmakers caught up in
a wide-ranging federal corruption
probe that also ensnared U.S. Sen.
Ted Stevens, who was killed last year
in a plane crash.
Stevens was convicted on counts
of lying on financial disclosure forms
about gifts, which ended his political
career in 2008. But a federal judge
later threw out the matter, finding
prosecutors had withheld evidence at
trial.

At least two other former state
lawmakers, Victor Kohring and Pete
Kott, have also alleged that prosecutors withheld evidence. The 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals last week
tossed Kohring’s conviction and
ordered a new trial. Kott, with whom
Weyhrauch was indicted, is seeking a
similar result.
Weyhrauch, who was preparing
for a trial in May, vigorously denied
the federal charges against him,
including that he had sought legal
work from oilfield services company
VECO when it was lobbying the
Legislature on oil taxes during the
2006 legislative session. Weyhrauch
was a state representative at the time.
Weyhrauch attorney Ray Brown
said Weyhrauch sent letters to many
people advertising his legal practice
that were “virtually identical” to
one he sent VECO’s CEO at the time
and broke no state rules in doing so.
Brown said Weyhrauch never asked

for and never received any money
from the CEO, Bill Allen.
Another attorney for Weyhrauch,
Douglas Pope, said prosecutors also
withheld evidence in Weyhrauch’s
case. He said serious talks toward
settling the case began late last year,
after a new team of prosecutors
came in and they were pressed by the
defense to take another look at the
evidence.
A spokeswoman for the
Department of Justice declined comment beyond the information presented in court.
The department filed a motion
Tuesday to dismiss the federal indictment against Weyhrauch. A magistrate, after reviewing the matter, recommended dismissal but a district
judge will have the final say.
The criminal information filed in
the state case alleges Weyhrauch let
two individuals lobby him, though
they were not registered to do so,

and claims there was a “substantial
probability” that Weyhrauch knew
this. Court records identify the two
as Allen and Richard Smith, also a
VECO executive.
Prosecutors gave no recommendation on sentencing, while the defense
sought a suspended imposition of
sentencing, which could have had
Weyhrauch facing no penalty if he
successfully completed a probationary period.
Brown told state Judge Keith Levy
on Tuesday that Weyhrauch had suffered enough. He said Weyhrauch,
an attorney, had been the target
of harassing phone calls, endured
irreparable emotional and professional harm and incurred more
than $300,000 in defense costs to
fight federal allegations that he and
Weyhrauch vigorously denied.
“He has been put through hell,”
Brown said, adding later: “And I
think that’s enough.”

Utah man arrested for having human skulls
CLEARFIELD, Utah (AP) – Police serving a
search warrant in a drug investigation said they
found something more ghastly in a backyard
shed: Two human skulls in a shrine, and several
hundred pounds of animal bones, flesh, and
blood believed to be part of a religious ceremony.
Roberto Casillas-Corrales, 53, of Clearfield,
remained jailed Monday, a day after he was
arrested for investigation of abuse or desecration of a human body. Authorities say he may
also face several charges of cruelty to animals.
“We believe it’s a religious ritual at this
time,” said Mike Stenquist, assistant police chief
in Clearfield, about 20 miles north of Salt Lake
City. “He’s been performing some type of ceremonies in his backyard shed, and that would
include the sacrificing of animals, lambs, sheep,
goats, rams and chickens.”

The human skulls have been sent to the medical examiner for analysis, and the investigation
is ongoing, Stenquist said.
Casillas-Corrales told authorities the skulls
had been removed from grave sites in Cuba, and
that he had purchased them for use in religious
ceremonies.
A message left at his home Monday wasn’t
immediately returned, and it wasn’t immediately clear whether he had an attorney.
Clearfield police had gone to CasillasCorrales’ home Sunday afternoon to assist a
Weber County narcotics task force in an investigation into drug distribution. A search didn’t
turn up any drugs, only the human and animal
remains.
Immigrations and Customs Enforcement
agents also are investigating because CasillasCorrales isn’t a U.S. citizen.

THIS PHOTO, PROVIDED BY Clearfield,
Utah Police, shows the backyard shed that belongs
to Roberto Cassillas-Corrales, in Clearfield, Utah.
Cassillas-Corrales, 53, was booked for investigation of
abuse or desecration of a human body. AP photo
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Enrollment up for fourth-straight year
the first thing the university needs
to consider is the class sizes and
how to keep the quality level where
it is at. He said more faculty could
be hired to keep class sizes small,
The number of students
but that may involve increasing
enrolled at Utah State University
tuition.
is the highest yet in its 123-year
Choices about how many stuhistory, but in the 2012 fiscal year, dents can be accommodated may
starting this July, higher education need to be made.
in Utah will receive almost $11
“We might need a slightly smallmillion less than in the 2011 fiscal
er class than we had in past years,”
year.
he said. “We need to sit down with
According to documents prostudent leaders and discuss what
vided by the Office of Analysis,
kind of increase is reasonable.”
Assessment and Accreditation,
Putnam said, “We are unsure
USU enrollment increased 2.8 perhow soon noticeable changes in
cent in the fall 2010 semester comadmission criteria may be implepared to the fall of 2009. With the
mented, but we will continue to
exception of a 2 percent enrollment provide access across the state per
drop in 2008, fall enrollment has
our mission as the land-grant instibeen steadily rising since 2006.
tution in Utah.”
“Growth at the higher education
The bad economy sends more
institutions is a challenge everyone and more students to universities
in the state is dealing with right
with hopes of a better chance at
now,” said director of admissions
getting a job, and the state and fedJenn Putnam.
eral governments try to meet the
The question being asked now,
needs in their budgets at the same
like at many universities across the time. This often includes slashing
U.S., is how the university plans
funding, leaving institutions that
to deal with the paradox of having
receive government money scrammore students and less money.
bling to stay afloat fiscally.
“It falls on us to
With this increase
accommodate that
“With the down- in students, there
growth,” said James
were more than 100
turn in the
Morales, vice presimore degree-seekers
economy, there
dent for Student
who are transfer stuare people who
Services. “It is
dents, and almost 40
going to mean some may have had a
more were returning
changes.”
students. Michelle
loss of employMorales said
Bogdan, Access and
although class sizes ment, spouses
Diversity director,
will have to increase, are coming back said she can see
it will not be as
the number of stuto school ... ”
much as some may
continuing to
– Michelle Bogdan, dents
think. Classes that
increase as people
Access and Diversity come back to finish
in the past have had
30 people could
director degrees.
increase to 40, and
“With the downso on, and these
turn in the economy,
will continue to grow. He said that
there are people who may have had
at some point the quality of the
a loss of employment, spouses are
courses could be jeopardized.
coming back to school, and that is
Balancing a budget involves ups
why I see a part of that enrollment
and downs. Morales said he thinks increase is non-traditional stu-

HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS gathered on the Quad toward the beginning
of the year for Day on the Quad. This year more students are enrolled at USU
than ever before creating opportunities to increase attendance at these events.
STERLING BOIN photo

dents,” Bogdan said.
Bogdan said she can see the
increase of non-traditional students being especially those with
a 3-5 year gap from the last time
they attended college.
“It is important there are services and support available to help
this population,” Bogdan said.
According to the Utah state legislature’s appropriations summary
and budget highlights, published
March 10, the funding for higher
education from the state is increas-

ing 4.5 percent in order to try to
meet the budget gap.
USU is also receiving three onetime grants from the state in the
2012 fiscal year: two million dollars for Animal Sciences, $50,000
for the music department, and
$245,800 for the operations and
maintenance of the new agriculture
building.
– la.stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.
edu

CEU-USU brings Aggie Ice Cream down south
Ice Cream has a 12 percent butterfat content. It’s
aged slightly longer and contains less air than
most commercial brands.
It gained popularity worldwide when a Korean
USU student named Duk-Man Lee loved the ice
cream so much that he devised a plan to take it
home with him. In June of 2000, Lee proposed to
a group of Korean businessmen that Seoul, South
Korea have Aggie Ice Cream.

Aggie Ice Cream was also the first ice cream to
make it to outer space, thanks to USU’s aerospace
technologies division.
Aggie Ice cream makes an ideal gift for
friends, family, or even as a treat for yourself.
This article first appeared in CEU-USU’s student-run
newspaper The Eagle.

Dr. Marion Cathryn Bishop, a teacher, author and physician, receives the
Early Career Award. Dr. Carol J. Strong,
the first female dean of Utah State
University’s Emma Eccles Jones College
of Education and Human Services, is the
recipient of the Lifetime Achievement
Award.
“We had several amazing nominations, women who were all qualified for
this award,” said Diane Stuart, program
coordinator for the Center for Women
and Gender. “The selection was difficult
and arduous, but we are proud to honor
these women whose achievements make
direct differences in the local community. They provide valuable inspiration and even essential role models for
everyone, especially the women of Cache
Valley.”
Bishop, who lives in Cache Valley,
commutes each week to Evanston,
Wyo. where she practices medicine as
an emergency department attending
physician at the Evanston Regional
Hospital. Prior to her enrollment in
medical school, Bishop earned a doctorate in English, rhetoric and composition
and taught for a number of years in
higher education. In 2004, she graduated from the University of Utah School
of Medicine because of her interest in
“humanizing medicine for all involved.”
Authoring several articles for medical students since graduation, Bishop
receives high accolades for her essay
published in Journal of the American
Medical Association in 2007, “Life
Math,” which discusses the challenges
and rewards of pursuing a medical
degree.

Museum will look
into Jewish religion
Utah State University professor
and folklore expert Steve Siporin
is the next guest at Museum of
Anthropology’s “Saturdays at the
Museum” series in a 1 p.m. lecture
that is free and open to all.
In addition to his extensive
research on the folklore of the West,
Siporin has studied the dynamics of
Jewish life in Italy.
“I learned that there was – and is
– a small Jewish community in Italy
and that is has been there continually for more than 2,000 years, making it the oldest Jewish community
in Europe,” Siporin said. “So I was
excited to combine my interests in
Jewish folklore and Italian folklore
into one hybrid community with its
own particular identity, combining
the remarkably beautiful and expressive traditions of Italians and Jews.”
During his lecture, Siporin will
read and comment on excerpts from
“Memories of a Jewish Life,” a book
written by Augusto Serge, an Italian
Jew. In the book, Serge discusses his
life as a Jew living during the time of
Fascism in Italy, as well as his experiences in World War II and his later
migration to the city of Jerusalem.

Hour celebrates
Mozart’s prodigy
AGGIE ICE CREAM is now available on the USU Eastern campus in Price, Utah. Forty-six pints are suspected of being stolen from the portable freezer. ANI AGHABABYAN photo

Tsunami: Wave caused by earthquake damages student families’ homes
-continued from page 1
help from the LDS Institute, USU’s A-Team and
Americorps. All money raised will go to the
Japanese Red Cross to ensure Japan directly benefits from the students’ efforts. A follow-up meeting was organized for Wednesday at 7 p.m. on the
third floor of the TSC.
Zu and Naoki Uramoto are both members of
the Japanese Club and attended Monday’s meeting. Uramoto’s home in Tokyo was also damaged
by the quake, and he said the last thing he heard
about his father was that he left Sunday and still
had not come home by Monday night because the
majority of transportation stopped. His girlfriend
is living with 8-10 people in a small apartment
because her parent’s home is not livable after
being taken out by the massive wave of the tsunami.
“I just want to be with my family right now,”
Uramoto said, “Just for the emotional damage; I
want to be there for them. The images are shocking. If I feel like that 1,000 miles away, I can’t
even imagine how they feel.”

Campus & Community

Award given to
dean of education

By LIS STEWART and CATHERINE
MEIDELL
staff writer, news editor

Over the last couple of weeks, USU-CEU
Dining Services brought Aggie Ice Cream to the
Price campus. Unfortunately, in a short amount
of time the ice cream sold out or 46 pints were
stolen. The cafeteria was selling it for a promotional special of $3.29 when the product usually
sells for about $3.99.
When Dining Services Manager Becky
Archibald checked the number sold versus the
number ordered, she noticed that 46 pints had
been missing. Despite the theft, the ice cream
will be available again in the USU-CEU bookstore
after spring break.
Aggie Ice Cream was created in 1922 by Gustav
Wilster, who was hired by Utah State University
to work in the Animal Science Building which
included a modern creamery. People loved the ice
cream so much that many more flavors were created.
Now, Aggie Ice Cream has 34 different flavors
and is known throughout the world. The premium ice cream has become a staple of university
events, alumni weddings and snack breaks for
students and summer tour groups bound for Bear
Lake.
Why is it so good, you may ask? It is said that
the great taste comes from the fact that Aggie

Briefs

He also said it’s devastating to think about
what will happen to Tokyo’s economy, seeing
as the Tokyo stock market has already plunged
more than 6 percent. Uramoto is working with
Nuehring and other members of the Japanese
Club to get relief efforts rolling and donate as
much funding as possible.
“It’s going to take years to get some of these
places back to normal,” Stevenson said. “If you
were going outside to clean up you just have no
idea where to start. You want to pick up garbage?
Everything is garbage.”
Stevenson’s father is the Latter-day Saint area
president for the Asia north missions and it was
his responsibility to make sure all the missionaries were accounted for. He said 28-32 hours after
the quake there were still missionaries missing,
but all have been found since.
“He didn’t sleep at all that night because of the
time difference between Japan and Salt Lake,”
Stevenson said. “He had to call around and make
sure everyone was found.”

Though the organization of the entire city was
thrown askew, Stevenson said there was a strange,
calm feeling when the largest quakes passed. This
feeling remained though there were thousands
stranded who were finding shelter in convenient
stores, he said.
“I’ve lived in Japan for five years and I’ve been
through a lot of earthquakes,” Stevenson said.
“That night I think everyone had the same feelings like ‘Oh, it’s just another earthquake,’ but
then we heard about the tsunami. There was a
really weird feeling over the city, it was eery.”
In the packed Tokyo airport, slammed with
three days worth passengers trying to pile onto
the same flights, Stevenson said he was able to
board one of the first flights out of Tokyo to the
U.S.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
remains one of the most celebrated
composers of the Classical Period.
For more than two centuries his
works have endured and influenced musicians, yet many fans
are unaware of the instrumental
role the Freemasons played during
Mozart’s final years. Sergio Bernal,
director of Utah State University’s
Symphony Orchestra, will examine
this relationship at the March Kiger
Hour event.
Bernal’s talk “Mozart and the
Freemasons: The Magic Flute,”
discusses Mozart’s involvement
with the order during his prolific
final years. The Masonic ideals
were reflected in the libretto and
the music of his opera “The Magic
Flute,” Bernal said.
“I am hoping that from my talk
the audience will gain new insight
and interest towards Mozart’s life
and music, especially in the last
years when he produced some of his
most poignant works,” Bernal said.

– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Appraisal: USU to knock
down old Indian school for
a new campus building
-continued from page 1
long term future development of the Brigham City
campus. He said USU now
has close to 50 acres in one
continuous block which is a
piece of land that can be used
over several decades.
There is no specific
time line for the property,
DeVilbiss said, but it is more
of a long-term plan. He said
the old K-Mart building
near the site had already
been donated to USU, so the
university had a “foot print”
there and it seemed like a
good time to go ahead and
make a decision.
“In terms of a good purchase, it was a very wise and
visionary purchase and it
worked well with our overall
plan for future growth,” he
said.
Ronda Menlove, vice provost for regional campuses
and distance education, said
the purchase is a part of a
very long-term “master plan.”
“We are planning for a

100-year future,” Menlove
said, “I mean, the people who
planned the Logan campus
had no idea how much we
were going to grow, and that
is what we are trying to plan
for here.”
DeVilbiss said the property will be a university campus
which is “wonderful for Utah
State and for Brigham city,”
because that property will
benefit them by providing a
“world-class facility for education.” He said the expansion will benefit Brigham
City economically, similar to
how the Logan campus benefits Cache Valley.
“I am thrilled, absolutely
thrilled,” Menlove said,
“this is looking toward the
future and this is an amazing
opportunity for us to acquire
this land.”
– megan.b@aggiemail.usu.edu
THE OLD INDIAN SCHOOL in Brigham City lies on the property USU purchased for a new regional campus building. USU will pay $4600,000 to demolish the school. BRECK BYINGTON photo

HD: Hosts say Aggie Radio would benefit students if utilized more
-continued from page 1

president for 2011-12, offered
a free giveaway of HURD
shirts as one of the promotion tools.
Aggie Radio adviser Friend
Weller said there is a fear
of the station being cut
altogether. As a result, he,
along with JCOM department

head Ted Pease and Victor
Hogstrum, general manager
for Utah Public Radio (UPR)
at USU, convened in February
to plan what they want to
discuss with James Morales,
vice president for Student
Services, about how to keep
the station afloat.

“A couple of weeks ago, we
just had an internal meeting
about ‘what questions are we
going to ask ASUSU?’” said
Weller, who has been the station’s manager since it began.
“It was just held between
JCOM and UPR, so when we
approach ASUSU, we’ll have

something to have a meeting
about.”
Weller said because the
Utah Legislature met over the
past couple of weeks discussing budget cuts to higher
education in the state, such
questions can now be betteranswered.
“With the legislature
wrapped last week, that
information has yet to be
examined throughout campus,” he said. “Right now, it’s
a work in progress. Now that
spring break is over, we can
pick up where we left off.”
Several station members
were upset with the news
that Aggie Radio is potentially facing eradication.
“I’m bummed,” said
Harrison Davis, one of the
programming directors. “I
think Aggie Radio is a great
resource. It’s good to learn
new music. ASUSU can utilize Aggie Radio more. There
are tons of possibilities that
Aggie Radio can help with.
Being cut I think would cut

resources that ASUSU would
said he looked forward to
be able to receive.”
keeping Aggie Radio on the
Davis said the resources
airwaves, and he would speak
can translate into both
on behalf of the station’s
increased publicity and
cause to stay alive.
transparency for the student
“I think the biggest thing
government staff.
is a lot of people have a lot of
“But like, budget cuts just
energy and ideas on how to
suck all around,” he conbe more involved with Aggie
tinued. “It’s an unfortunate
Radio,” said Larsen, who
thing, and if they think Aggie has listened to the station
radio is the best thing to cut,
in the past. “The key is just
which I don’t think it is, so be getting more listeners and
it.”
more name
Station direcout there.
tor Jordan Allred, “I think Aggie
There’s a
who led the Feb. Radio is a great
lot of ener22 discussion,
gy behind
resource. It’s
maintained a
the cause.
good to learn new It’s really
bright outlook
when asked later music. ASUSU
great thing
about the future can utilize Aggie
they’ve got
of Aggie Radio.
going, but
Radio more. There has been
“We’ve made
are tons of possi- in the past
progress since
I’ve been here,”
bilities that Aggie underutiAllred said.
lized. Aggie
Radio can help
One of the
Radio
largest issues for with.”
could be
Aggie Radio is
– Harrison Davis, really big.
not being on FM
all,
Aggie Radio programming After
radio instead of
it’s for the
director students.”
the current HD
status.
Allred said the
Larsen is a proponent of the
Federal Communications
station playing much of their
Commission (FCC) is curmusic and marketing intenserently not permitting any
ly, especially during Week
new stations to register on
of Welcome, and in making
FM.
sure they are published in the
Baylis said the station
orientation pamphlets that
streams over the Internet
freshman receive.
and is broadcast from UPR
“I support it staying
on their HD3 channel, and
around,” he said. “I think if
can be heard on www.radio.
it’s utilized correctly, it could
usu.edu. The signal can
be huge and really beneficial
be received from Logan to
to get words out for them
Richfield.
for advertising for clubs an
“It’s a highly underused
organizations, and to have
system,” Baylis said. “We
a central radio that people
could really use FM.”
can pop on. You know, that’s
In the midst of such
what music is for people.”
struggles and aspirations for
visibility, Zach Larsen, next
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.
school years’ programming
usu.edu
vice president for ASUSU,

Yes, it sold that FAST on
www.a-bay-usu.DPN
(that’s what thousands of eyes can
do for you! Register today!)
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Aggies set to battle Wildcats in Women’s NIT
By MARK ISRAELSEN
staff writer

The Utah State Women’s
basketball team has been
waiting for this moment for a
long time.
After losing in a semifinal match-up against the
eventual-Western Athletic
Conference champion Fresno
State Bulldogs, the Aggies
will make their first postseason appearance in almost
30 years as they take on the
Arizona Wildcats in the
first round of the Women’s
National Invitational
Tournament. The last time
USU made a tournament was
the 1981-82 season, years
before any of the current
players were even born.
“It’s really exciting and a
huge step for our program,”
said sophomore guard Jenna
Johnson. “I don’t think more
than half of my teammates
have ever been in postseason
play, so it’s just a new experience for all of us and I think
it’s going to be a big step for
us.”
Playing in the post-season
continues a season which has
already been historic for the
Aggies. Their 17 wins this
season ties the 1973 team for

the most wins in a season,
and the game on Thursday
will be their 32nd of the season, also a school record.
Playing against Arizona
is also somewhat of a novelty
for the Aggies, as they have
only met nine times, the last
time being in 1986 when
USU thumped the Wildcats
75-41. This years’ Arizona
squad could potentially be
considerably tougher, as they
have a 21-11 record and won
eight of their last 10 games.
“They are definitely a
team that’s been playing
really well all season, but
especially as of late, winning
8 of their last 10,” said USU
head coach Raegan Pebley.
“They’re a team that’s shown
a lot more commitment on
the defense end during this
run than they did earlier in
the season.”
The Aggies are ready and
excited, though, to face the
challenge the Wildcats will
bring.
“It’s going to be a good
matchup and we’re excited
about it,” said junior forward
Ashlee Brown. “They push
the ball, so our transition
defense needs to be there and
we need to push and execute
and have fun. We’re out to
win, so we just need to play

together and play hard.”
The Aggies also get the
chance to play at least one
more game in the Spectrum,
their home sweet home. The
WNIT is set up so the various
schools involved are chosen
to host the games and USU
was selected as a host, something they haven’t done since
1976.
“We love this gym,”
Johnson said. “This is our
place and just having that
atmosphere will be such an
advantage.”
Lastly, this game gives
the Aggies, and especially
the seniors, one more game
before it’s time to hang up
the sneakers.
“I think it’s awesome,”
Pebley said. “It’s great for all
of them as a team and it’s an
opportunity for everyone to
continue the season. For the
seniors, is not only a continuation of their final season
here at USU, but it’s really
putting their thumbprint in
impacting this program.”
Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. in
the Spectrum. See page seven
for full ticket information.
– markizzy33@gmail.com

AGGIE SOPHOMORE GUARD DEVYN Christensen, seen here pulling up for a 3-pointer against
New Mexico State during the WAC tournament, will be looking to lead the Aggies to their first postseason victory in 30 years. TODD JONES photo

Aggie handballer takes divison II national top spot
championship in handball on a Sunday,
Drebin opted to forfeit, allowing
Charlotte Mark of the University of
Texas to take the title by default.
Drebin said it is because of religious
reasons that she opts to not play sports
on Sunday. She said the experience of
refusing to change those beliefs in the
face of losing out on a championship is
an experience she’s never had before.
She also said she doesn’t regret her decision.
“As important as nationals might be,
it’s not nearly as important as sticking
with what I’ve said I’m going to do and
not do,” she said. “It’s just the first time
that it’s every really been an issue, so it’s
the first time that I’ve been able to say
that I stood up for what I think is right.
It’s frustrating, but kind of fulfilling at
the same time.”
Her teammate and runner-up in
the second division bracket, Kimberly
Butcher, says she supported Drebin’s
decision to not play and doesn’t harbor
any hard feelings for potentially hurting
the team.
“That’s what her standards are, to
not play on Sunday,” Butcher said, “and
she stuck to it. You don’t lower your
own standards for certain things. You
just keep them for yourself.”
Drebin says that support is extremely valuable to her.
“It’s really important to me to know
that the team stands behind me,” she

By LANDON HEMSLEY
staff writer

Last year at the U.S. Handball
Association National Collegiate
Championships, then-USU junior Becky
Drebin was allowed to play in the championship match on a Saturday night
rather than on the following Sunday.
USU handball coach Herm Olsen
said, “In two past events, the other
team has accommodated us and agreed
to play the championship match on
Saturday night. It was really very, very
kind of them to accommodate our
schedule, and in both of those cases, we
won the national championship.”
This year was different, however.
Drebin is now president of the handball club. She was placed in a more
advanced division and went to work,
defeating three straight opponents.
After Drebin defeated her opponent
from the University of Florida in a semifinal match for her divisional playoff,
she attempted to contact her opponent
in the championship in order to request
a Saturday Night match, but her opponent could not be found.
“The teammate that we’d talked
to said that she’d gone off to do stuff
with her family that day,” Drebin said.
“He wasn’t willing to contact her or go
get her. I was hoping I would play that
night, but she was gone. It didn’t work
out.”
Rather than play for a national

SENIOR BECKY DREBIN seen here preparing for nationals, opted to forfeit the championship match instead of play on
Sunday due to religious beliefs. Overall, the Aggies have several players come home with national titles. ALISON OSTLER photo

Grad Fair
Mar 22, 23
9 am- 4pm

West Ballroom

If you are unable to attend the Grad Fair
order online at AggieGear.com
by March 21, 2011

- See HANDBALL, page 5
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Kirilenko scores 7 in OT to lift Jazz past Sixers
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – Andrei
Kirilenko scored seven of his 16
points in overtime to lead the shorthanded Utah Jazz to a 112-107 victory against the Philadelphia 76ers
on Monday night.
The Jazz led by as many as 21
points in the second quarter, 18
in the third and 15 in the fourth
before Philadelphia rallied. The
Sixers had a 103-101 lead with 11.5
seconds left in regulation thanks
to a 14-point quarter by Andre
Iguodala.
But C.J. Miles’ driving layup tied
it and Iguodala missed what would
have been the game-winner.
Kirilenko then took over, hitting
a 3-pointer, putback dunk and two
free throws to seal the win.
The Sixers haven’t won in Utah
since Jan. 5, 2005, losing 10 of the
last 12 overall against the Jazz.
Al Jefferson led the Jazz with 30
points and 17 rebounds, including
11 defensive boards.
Rookie forward Derrick Favors,
making his first start in place of
the injured Paul Millsap, added 11
points, six boards, two assists and a
steal for the Jazz.
Iguodala led Philadelphia with
23 points, while reserves Lou
Williams added 22 and Thaddeus
Young 10. Elton Brand started slowly for the Sixers, hitting just 1 of 7
shots in the first half before finishing with 19. Jodie Meeks added 17

as five Philadelphia players scored
in double figures.
It wasn’t enough against Utah.
Jazz coach Ty Corbin started
Favors to give Utah a defensive
boost after seeing his team give
up 39 points in the first quarter
against Minnesota on Friday and 37
Saturday night at Chicago.
The Jazz ended up losing those
two games by a combined 39
points.
Favors started strong with three
rebounds, two assists, two points
and a steal in the first six minutes,
but he picked up two quick fouls.
Still, the Jazz led 28-23 after one,
and 60-42 at halftime.
The Jazz were without Millsap
for the fourth straight game because
of a knee injury. Reserves Ronnie
Price, Mehmet Okur and Francisco
Elson continued to be inactive,
while rookie Gordon Hayward was
in street clothes Monday night
because of a foot injury.
Guard Raja Bell did not start
because of a toe injury but he
entered in the second quarter
and contributed five points, four
rebounds, and one assist.
In the fourth quarter, the Jazz
also lost starting point guard Devin
Harris, who left with a hamstring
injury and did not return.
JAZZ FORWARD AL JEFFERSON, seen here driving against San Antonio Spurs forward Tim Duncan, score a team-high
30 points against the Philadelphia 76ers Monday night. The Jazz has now won a total of four games since head coach Tyrone
Corbin took over. TODD JONES photo

UNC Asheville opens NCAA
tourney with 81-77 OT win
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) –
Matt Dickey and the Bulldogs
were quite an opening act
on the NCAA tournament’s
expanded stage, one that has
more teams in the brackets
and – so far – the same March
drama on the court.
Dickey led a late run that
brought overtime, and J.P.
Primm hit five free throws
and had a decisive steal in the
closing seconds, sending UNC
Asheville to an 81-77 victory
over Arkansas-Little Rock in a
dramatic “First Four” opener
on Tuesday night.
“I’ll tell you what, I
couldn’t be happier with the
city of Dayton,” coach Eddie
Biedenbach said.
There wasn’t time for a
curtain call. The Bulldogs
(20-13) quickly headed to the
airport for a charter flight
to Washington, D.C., where
they’ll play Pittsburgh – the
Southeast’s top seed – on
Thursday. The Bulldogs had
never flown a charter before
this week, and joked they felt
“presidential” on their trip to
Dayton.
“We’re going to feel presidential again, and we’re going
to D.C.,” Primm said. “So it’s
going to feel even better.”
UNC Asheville pulled it
out with a tournament-worthy
performance by its best player.
The Bulldogs led for only 51
seconds in regulation, before
Dickey asserted himself. He
scored 14 of the Bulldogs’ last
18 points in regulation, including a 3 with 10.5 seconds to go
that tied it.
Dickey, who was the Big
South tournament’s MVP,
took only two shots in the first
half.

“I came in at halftime and
they kept telling me to keep
being aggressive, my shots will
start falling,” Dickey said. “I
started getting open looks, my
shot started falling and it felt
good.”
Primm and Dickey had 22
points apiece.
Alex Garcia-Mendoza
matched his career high with
21 points for Arkansas-Little
Rock (19-17). The Trojans
played overtime without
Solomon Bozeman, the Sun
Belt’s player of the year who
fouled out with 55 seconds to
go in regulation. He finished
with 18 points.
Each year, the tournament
turns into a big stage looking
for a star. Dickey became the
first to take the spotlight.
“He made some big plays
coming off ball screens,”
Bozeman said. “We weren’t
able to contain him.”
The shooting guard
asserted himself with nine
minutes left, leading the late
surge that culminated in his
3-pointer from the left corner.
Primm had missed a 3, but the
Bulldogs got the rebound and
passed it around to Dickey,
who was open and didn’t hesitate.
“I didn’t know how much
time was left on the clock,” he
said. “I was pretty sure it was
under 15 or 20 seconds.”
Matt Mouzy missed a
potential tying 3 at the buzzer,
sending it to overtime.
There were five lead changes in overtime, the last coming
on Primm’s two free throws
that made it 78-77 and put the
Bulldogs in position to win yet
another overtime tournament
game in Dayton.

The Bulldogs also opened
in Dayton in 2003, when they
became the first Big South
team to win an NCAA tournament game. They went to overtime to beat Texas Southern
92-84 in a one-game play-in
for the 65-team field.
UNC Asheville received a
key to their city last week for
making it back to the NCAA
tournament, something they’d
done only one other time in
school history.
Imagine what kind of greeting they can expect back home
now.
Players had trouble sleeping the night before they got
on their charter flight and
headed to Dayton to become a
footnote to NCAA tournament
history. They were the opening
act in the “First Four” – four
games over two days at the
University of Dayton Arena,
part of an expanded 68-team
field.
And they did it with a few
tournament-worthy moments:
Unexpected 3s, no-look passes
and overtime drama.
“We’re playing really good
now and it feels good to go
to the second round,” Dickey
said.
Both teams had a leading
player coming off an MVP
tournament. Dickey averaged
19.7 points during the Big
South tournament. Bozeman
got the same honors in the Sun
Belt, hitting a 3-pointer with
1.5 seconds left that brought
the championship.
With the Trojans needing
another big shot on Tuesday,
he could only sit and watch as
Dickey and Primm pulled it
out.

Handball: Aggies earn honors at nationals
-continued from page 5
said. “As the president of the club, it’s good to
know that people support me. But president or not,
knowing that the team supports their players is
good to see.”
Drebin said that support carried over to her
teammates as well. USU fielded a team of eight
men and three women for the handball championships that took place on Feb. 23 in Tempe, Ariz.
Olsen said the Aggies had a strong showing from
both the men and the women.
“We had one young lady win the national championship in her division,” Olsen said, referring to
Shayla Sadderwhite, who won a division II title.
“Nationally we took third place. This is over some
schools that are much larger than us. Some schools
had more than 25 players there. The Irish team
sent 33 kids to play in this tournament. We really
had a great tournament.”
One potential weakness of the USU handball

club is its youth and inexperience. Drebin was
the only Aggie to compete in division I. All other
Aggies competed in division II. Sadderwhite and
Butcher competed for a division II title against
each other in an all-Aggie championship and Ryan
Campbell advanced to the quarterfinals of his division.
Olsen said he was impressed with how USU
handled the competition.
“You could see dramatic improvement in many
of their games as they played in this tournament,
and it’s the very first tournament some of them
have played in,” he said. “Butterflies, yes. Anxiety,
yes. Determination, yes. Utah State can be proud of
the way they presented themselves on and off the
court. They were great.”
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu
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TouchBase
Freebies at
WNIT Game
Utah State women’s
basketball will be hosting a Women’s National
Invitational game on
Thursday, March 17 against
the University of Arizona.
Student tickets cost $4, but
ASUSU will be covering the
first 500 student tickets.
The first 200 students
will also receive a free Chickfil-A sandwich courtesy of
Logan Chick-fil-A. Students
are encouraged to stay
for a viewing party in the
Spectrum to watch Aggie
men’s basketball face the
Kansas State Wildcats in the
second round of NCAA tournament at 7:57 p.m.
Media Release

AggieSchedules
Men’s Basketball
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Hockey
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Top 25

19.Utah State

20. Xavier
21. Kansas State
22. West Virginia
23. Washington
24. Texas A&M
25. Vanderbilt

Hockey pummels UMBC in first Nationals game
By MEREDITH KINNEY
staff writer

The Utah State hockey
club started off their regional
championship action Tuesday
night against the University of
Maryland Baltimore County.
The Aggies came ready to play
along with a full force of fans
who made the trip to San Jose,
Calif., to support their team.
Utah State started the first
period well, controlling the
puck and playing aggressively
in both zones. The Aggies got
off to a quick start 2:19 into the
first when Joel Basson took a
Rylee Orr assist and buried it in
the back of the net.
From then on, USU held
possession in the offensive zone
and stopped the Retrievers
in the neutral zone. UMBC’s
defense put up a strong fight,
only allowing 12 USU shots, but
the Aggies continued their control.
Utah State finally got their
chance late in the period, scoring on a power play with just 46
seconds left when senior Dave
Wyman used the advantage to
put USU up 2-0.
The Aggies started the second period with momentum
clearly in their favor. USU’s
Matt Hamilton scored with
13:54 left to go into the period,
making the UMBC goalie pay
for a bad rebound. A minute
and a half later, USU’s Brandon
Macdonald capitalized off the
high energy to score with 12:34
to go.
HOCKEY SENIOR DAVE WYMAN, seen here earlier in the season making a move to the net, scored a goal to help the Aggies defeat
UMBC came back strong,
the UMBC Retrievers Tuesday night, 8-2. The Aggies will now face the Michigan Wolverines today at 6 p.m. BRANDEN FONDA photo
scoring two goals in 40 seconds
and showing some fire after the
Utah State started the third period ready to play
ing to their advantage to kill the penalty.
Aggies’ quick goals, making it 4-2.
and didn’t let their six-goal lead change the intensity
USU kept UMBC from scoring holding them to
Utah State goalie Bryce Sherschel stepped up with
of their play. Feeding off the energy of the fans, the
zero shots through 18 minutes of the period. The
big saves and the Aggie offense added three goals in
Aggies kept the puck out of the Retriever’s zone and
Aggies outscored the Retrievers in the third to end
two minutes to give USU a five-point lead with 2:52
continued their aggressive play.
the game 8-2.
left in the period.
The UMBC Retrievers got their best chance to
The Aggies will play again Wednesday night
The Aggie goals from Tyler Mistelbacher, Jeremy
score when USU’s Alex Lund was called for a hooking against the University of Michigan.
Martin and Macdonald jumped started their offense.
penalty 11 minutes into the period. Scherschel made
Basson would add his second goal before the period
key saves and the Aggie defense used their fast skat– meredith.kinney@aggiemail.usu.edu
ended going top-shelf against the UMBC goalie.

Aggies let performance talk
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1. Ohio State (51)
2. Kansas (3)
3. Duke
4. Pittsburg
5. Notre Dame
6. San Diego State
7. North Carolina
8. Tezas
9. Conneticut
10. Brigham Young
11. Kentucky
12. Syracuse
13. Purdue
14. Louisville
15. Florida
16. Wisconsin
17. Arizona
18. St. Johns
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32-2
32-2
30-4
27-5
26-6
32-2
26-7
27-7
26-9
30-4
25-8
26-7
25-7
25-9
26-7
23-8
27-7
21-11

30-3

24-7
22-10
22-11
23-10
24-8
23-10

NBAStandings
EASTERN CONFERENCE
ATLANTIC DIVISION
W
L Pct
GB
Boston
47
18 .723 New York
34
32 .515 13 ½
Philadelphia 34 33 .507 14
New Jersey 22
33 .338 25
Toronto
18 48 .273 29 ½
CENTRAL DIVISION
Chicaga
48 18 .727
Indiana
29 38 .433 19 ½
Milwaukee 26 40 .394 22
Detroit
23 44 .343 25 ½
Cleveland 12 53 .185 35 ½
SOUTHEAST DIVISION
Miami
46 21 .687
Orlando
42 26 .618
4½
Atlanta
39 28 .582 7
Charlotte 28 38 .512 17½
Washington 16 50 .242 29½
WESTERN CONFERENCE
NORTHWEST DIVISION
W
L Pct
GB
Oklahoma City 43 23 .652 Denver
40 27 .597 3 ½
Portland
37
29 .561 6
Utah
35 33 .515 9
Minnesota 17
51 .250 27
PACIFIC DIVISION
LA Lakers 48 20 .706 Phoenix
33 32 .581 13 ½
Golden State 30 37 .448 17 ½
LA Clippers 26 42 .382 22
Sacramento 16
49 .246 30 ½
SOUTHWEST DIVISION
San Antonio 54
13 .807 Dallas
47 19 .712 6 ½
New Orleans 39
30 .565 16
Memphis
37
31 .544 17 ½
Houston 34 34 .500 20½

I feel like
it
would
The View
officially be
from
redundant
for me yet
Section F
again to state
that respect
is something
you have to
earn rather
than just simply receive. But is it not completely applicable yet again for the Utah
State Aggies?
At 30-3, Utah State’s record on the season is better than all but three teams in the
nation, and with an RPI of 15, one would
think that USU’s tournament resume
would land them somewhere in the range
between a five and an eight seed. Though,
the selection committee are the same
people who somehow found logic in making Utah State the first ever top-25 team to
be excluded from the NCAA Tournament
back in 2004, so it is important to keep in
mind who we’re dealing with here.
This is where it’s Utah State’s time to
continue doing what they’ve been doing
all season, and that is letting their performance on the court do the talking for
them whenever doubts surround them.
When there were questions early this
season about how good Utah State might
be following a three-game stretch where
USU struggled to beat Northeastern at
home, were given fits on the road at
Denver and capped it off with a disappointing loss at Georgetown, the Aggies
responded to those questions by running
off 17-straight wins and climbing their way
into the top 25.
After the loss on the road to Idaho on
national TV, the Aggies bounced back
with the win on the road at St. Mary’s 10
days later, coming back from a huge deficit in the process.
In other words, when thing have looked
down for this year’s Aggie team, they have
found themselves a sense of swagger and
stepped up their game to a higher level in
response.
While it might be tough to find examples of things looking down for a 30-win
team, the reaction of USU players and
coaches upon hearing their school called
as a 12-seed definitely appeared to be one
of those rare letdowns this season.
The lack of respect from the selection
committee only speaks to how difficult
things are for programs playing outside of
the power conferences. Teams like Utah
State, Belmont and Long Island get buried
deep in the seedings despite impressive

Matt Sonnenberg

showings all season long while the Big
Ten Conference lands three teams in the
tournament with less than 20 wins on the
season and higher seeds than any of the
mid-majors behind them. Those three Big
Ten teams were all seeded at a 10-seed
or better, despite the fact that the best of
their RPI ratings is 24 spots below Utah
State’s.
It’s a rut that the little teams will seemingly always be stuck in, which puts the
pressure on USU right away to perform at
their best to even advance past the first
round against Kansas State.
The silver lining to getting a 12-seed is
that should USU advance past the first
round, the road immediately in front of
them is much easier than what they’d
face if they’d gotten a seven or eightseed. Rather than facing one of the top
two seeds in the first round, USU would
be facing the winning of Wisconsin and
Belmont, making the worst-case scenario
going against a four-seed.
From there, nobody is going to complain about advancing to the sweet-16,
but it also provides the chance for USU
to make some major noise in the tournament if they can knock off the No. 1 seed
in that spot.
That is of course, if the one-seed makes
it that far. Last year, ninth-seeded Northern
Iowa shocked Kansas in the second round
of the tournament and showed that the
little guys can still knock off the big boys
in the early rounds of the big dance.
But lets not get ahead of ourselves
here. One game at a time. Utah State has
a tough match-up ahead against Kansas
State, and another one in front of them if
they can win that one. Every game is the
biggest game of the season from here on
out. The respect obviously won’t be given,
but if USU finds itself among the remaining 32, 16, eight, four, two, or one teams
still standing over the next few weeks, that
respect will definitely have been earned.
In other words, with six seniors, a 30-win
team, and more NCAA experience than
any Aggie team ever, this is Utah State’s
best chance during Stew Morrill’s tenure
to show that the Aggies are top dogs
rather than underdogs.

Matt Sonnenberg is a senior majoring in
print journalism. Matt is an avid fan of
Aggie athletics and can be found on the
front row of every home football and
basketball game. He can also be reached
at matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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FREE HEAT
Indoor Heated Pool and Hot Tub
Large Sun-Deck with BBQ grills
Social Center
Exercise Room
Computer Room
Management Sponsored Socials
Beautifully Landscaped Courtyard
Fun and Social Environment
Only 2 blocks from Campus

www.cambridgecourt.net

753-8288 or 760-5464
590 Canyon Road #1
Logan, Utah 84321
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Cash prizes help
to reward writers
By NATASHA BODILY
staff writer

Drafting the Irish

On Feb. 17, three Utah State students were
awarded cash prizes for their entries in the 2010
Leonard J. Arrington Writing Awards competition.
Arrington’s children, Carl Arrington and Susan
Arrington Madsen, presented the September lecture, “A Paper Mountain: The Extraordinary Diary
of Leonard James Arrington.”
After the lecture, attendees were encouraged to
research and write a 2,500-word essay using at least
two sources. The top three entrants were awarded
scholarship money.

By DAN SMITH
news senior writer

Sara Jordan – 1st place
Sara Jordan, graduate student in folklore, won
1,000 dollars for her first-place prize. She said she
was very interested in the 2009 Arrington lecture
topic: “Women and Polygamy.” She said at the time,
she had too many other things going on, but committed herself to enter in the 2010 competition.
Though the new lecture focus was on what
Arrington’s journals said about his life, she said she
decided to focus on polygamy because “there was
too much in the journal to not use that as the basis
of the paper.”
“Scholarly analysis of the context of narrative
as well as its components provide a much fuller
understanding of a piece of written text, the people
who produce it, the time and place in which it was
produced and its impact,” Jordan said.
Jordan said she approached the competition seriously.
“The lecture was impressive and made me want
to learn more about the plural wives of my greatgrandfather and great-great grandfather who helped
settle Cache Valley,” Jordan said. “I saw it as an
opportunity to delve deep into my great-grandfather’s diary.”
She said initially she didn’t know how to accomplish this. After talking with a couple English professors, Jordan found Jennifer Sinor’s work on her
ancestor’s diary and used the project as a starting
point.
Through her research, Jordan said she was
surprised there was little scholarship on the male

J.D. ARMENTROUT
(ABOVE), a USU
student, enjoys a drink
at the White Owl, just
one of the four bars in
Logan gearing up for the
St. Patrick’s Day rush.
Amanda Harris (right)
mixes a drink as a bartender for Mulligan’s.
Though Logan does not
have as large of a bar
crowd as bigger cities,
this holiday contributes
to much larger turnouts.
BRECK BYINGTON photos

“Irish Car-bombs, tons of Irish Carbombs,” said local bartender and USU public
relations major Amanda Harris. An “Irish
Car-bomb” is a drink she said she sells a lot
of on St. Patrick’s Day at Mulligan’s, one of
Logan’s four bars.
Mulligan’s is on the corner diagonal to
Café Ibis, off Church Street and Federal
Avenue. The other three places a thirsty student can go to if they want to drink in Logan
are The White Owl, Sultan’s Tavern or The
Fraternal Order of Eagles (FOE).
Nutrition major and Cache Valley native
Angelee Hancey said she has to work on St.
Patrick’s Day but might go out for a beer after
work. She said she doesn’t think there are a
lot of people in Logan that go out to bars compared to other places.
“I like the social aspect of it, I really enjoy
playing drinking games with my friends
and I also really like beer,” Hancey said. “My
Mormon friends are pretty cool about it, they
don’t do it, but they don’t look down on me
for doing it.”
Recreation resources management student
Ryan Baum said a lot of his Mormon friends
are the people who drink with him the most.
He said his favorite bar in Logan is The White
Owl.
“I may have to go and have a green beer on
St. Patrick’s Day actually. I’m always down for
a celebration,” Baum said. “The bar scene in
Logan is lacking, it sucks. The establishments
themselves are just loathsome.”
Farrukh Malik, kitchen manager and bartender at The White Owl, said St. Patrick’s
Day is one of their busiest parties.

- See PATRICK, page 9

- See WRITERS, page 10

Selecting sculptures for students enjoyment

THE CAMPUS SCULPTURE COMMITTEE chooses the
sculptures students can see around campus. These sculptures come
from artists all over the world.

By BENJAMIN WOOD
editor in chief

Utah State University is home to many works of art. Pieces large
and small are peppered around campus in museums, galleries and
displays, or merely sitting out along the paths that students travel
every day.
Victoria Berry, chief curator of the Norah Eccles Harrison
Museam of Art, said most of the sculptures seen on campus were
acquired in the 1990s during the tenure of USU President George
Emert. Berry said Emert created the Campus Sculpture Committee,
which oversaw the selection and purchases of individual pieces.
“He created a fund that helped finance a number of these acquisitions,” Berry said.
While the Campus Sculpture Committee may not be the force
it once was, Berry said the collection continues to grow. With
repeated years of budget cuts, most of that fund, including money
for sculpture maintenance, has mostly evaporated but Berry said
in some circumstances a piece will be gifted to the university by
donors. USU also houses sculptures owned by the sate of Utah
through state legislation that mandates 1 percent of construction
costs be allotted for arts.
“The new Ag building will have a sculpture from the 1 percent
for the Arts,” Berry said.
Sojourn by James Russell
Located just northeast of Old Main and steps away from the
Block A lies Sojourn, a stainless steel piece made up of two curved
arms reaching up and towards each other. Berry said that Sojourn
is perhaps the oldest of the outdoor sculptures and is owned by the
state of Utah.
According to documents provided by the Eccles art museum, the
two arms of the sculpture represent tension and energy, reaching
for each other and nearly touching. Sojourn’s shiny steel surface is
highly reflective and it is described as absorbing and reflecting the
world around it simultaneously. The word sojourn means “a temporary stay” and its placement in an academic setting relates to the
time spent at USU by each student.
The museum documents say: “Every student completes a sojourn
at USU, a time filled with a myriad of experiences and memories.
What is absorbed and experienced during this time will be carried
a lifetime and, in turn, what is learned is reflected by the student.”
Troika by Frank Riggs
In July 2010, the Caine College of the Arts was formed and

- See ART, page 10

USU’S SCULPTURES REQUIRE a lot of maintenance to keep
them looking nice. The university has invested large amounts of
money to fix wear and tear. BENJAMIN WOOD photos
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My adventures
in road trippin’

My original plans for this
spring break had come to a
painful demise, leaving me
Just a few
with a week off that looked
laughs
about as exciting as an episode of “Mr. Bean,” a handful
of laughs, but mostly awkward noises.
I moped around my apartment for days with nothing
but depressing visions of
going to bed early, watching
“Dragon Tales” on a fuzzy screen due to a severely damaged
antenna, raking pine needles at my family’s home in Tooele and
wishing – pleading even – for someone, anyone, to call me and
make my upcoming spring break even remotely interesting.
My prayers were answered when I was informed by Mike, my
trusty liege, that his family was curious if I wanted to join them
for a trip to Las Vegas for the WAC tournament. I screamed my
acceptance so loudly someone may have thought I was Henry
Rowengardner and I’d just been asked to pitch for the Chicago
Cubs.
Cue me and the always vibrant McPhie family, snuggled in
their family sedan three weeks later. Though very comfortable,
it goes without saying that I felt out of place going on vacation
with a family other than mine. It felt as if I was sucked into a
National Lampoon’s “Vacation” film.
I was tired and hungry, having been in a car for hours. I tried
to occupy my time by catching up on homework but wasn’t
able to clear my mind because it was suddenly laden with trying to figure out every movie that ever featured Rick Moranis. It
seemed dismal, but I was just happy to be going somewhere.
Three or four hours into counting livestock and silently laughing to Marty’s ‘80s hair-band themed mixed cassette tape, the
car began to slow down. It turned out the McPhies had the
same notion my one-liter bottle of Pepsi had for me: ‘twas
time for a pit stop. We waited for any sign of civilization for
20 minutes and finally pulled into the fast-paced, jet-streaming
economic cavern of Milford, Utah, commonly known as the
city that, as opposed to New York City, ALWAYS sleeps.
Most small towns are considered to be dead. But this
place, oh man. It was more likely a dug-up corpse of ancient
Mesopotamia. I felt like a character in “The Quick and the
Dead” alone, confused, and incredibly frightened that Leonardo
DiCaprio, Gene Hackman, or worse, Sharon Stone was going
to jump out and take me out with a Colt 45. I finally know what
Billy Crystal must have felt like when he did “City Slickers.”
We slowly strolled around the township seeking out a proper
place to relieve our waters, finding only fifth-wheel trailers and
what I’m almost sure was the original cast of “Rio Lobo.” It
made it all the better that Marty’s tape was currently blasting
Quiet Riot’s “Come on Feel the Noise.” The contrast of it all
made me chuckle.
Then, to our left, by the grace of something much greater
than us all, we found a small gas station. We jumped out and
fled into the establishment as if seeking sanctuary.
I walked slowly into the place, which smelled like a mixture
of tobacco smoke and either motor oil or some really old
apple juice. Their public restroom was better suited for an
Appalachian-bound cabin: small, brown in several places that

SteveSchwartzman

FOR THOSE FEELING DOWN about school and the weather, these mini cheesecakes will cheer anyone up. They are easy to make,
and taste as good as they look. JENNELLE CLARK photo

Cheering up with cheesecake

I’m not going to
1 teaspoon vanilla
lie, it’s kind of hard
Staff 4 eggs
to come home from
Eat
GuyThat
XXXX
laying out by the pool
Preheat the oven to
getting sunburned in
325 degrees and line
Las Vegas to a pile
32 cupcake tins with
of snow on my front
paper cups (this recipe
lawn and a gloomy
is easily cut in half if
rainy Monday. The
you don’t have a big
time change didn’t
enough cupcake pan).
help either, and having to wake up in
what feels like the middle of the night
To make the crust, combine the
to go to school and work is not fun.
graham cracker crumbs, melted butIf you’re feeling the same way, I’ve ter and sugar in a small bowl and stir
got just the idea for you: make rasp- until evenly mixed. Scoop one tableberry swirl mini cheesecakes. They’re spoon of graham cracker mixture into
pretty. They’re eye catching. They’re each of the cupcake papers and use
sweet. They’re just the right size to the back of the spoon to gently press
satisfy a craving without overdoing it. it down to make a firm, even layer.
They’re easy to share (if you can part Bake for five minutes, remove from
with them) which makes them a good the oven and set the pan on a wire
reason to meet up with friends.
rack to cool.
They’re not hard to make and can
definitely be made the day before you
To make the raspberry filling, puree
need them and stored in the fridge. the raspberries and sugar in a food
They’re gourmet and elegant yet sim- processor until smooth. (Note: You
ple and classic. And you don’t need can use frozen raspberries but make
any more excuse than that to get in sure they are completely thawed
your kitchen and make them today.
before you process them or it will be
hard to get a smooth sauce). Pour the
Raspberry Swirl Mini Cheesecakes
raspberry puree through a fine sieve
strainer to remove the seeds. Set
For the Crust:
aside.
1 1/2 cups graham cracker crumbs
4 tablespoons butter, melted
To make the cheesecake fill3 tablespoons sugar
ing, beat the cream cheese until it
becomes smooth and fluffy, about
For the Raspberry Swirl Filling:
five minutes. Add the sugar, salt and
6 oz. raspberries
vanilla and beat until combined. Add
2 tablespoons sugar
the eggs, one at a time, beating well
after each addition. Be sure to scrape
For the Cheesecake
down the sides of the bowl so that
2 lbs (32 oz.) cream cheese, at room there aren’t lumps of cream cheese
temperature
not getting beaten.
1 1/2 cups sugar
pinch of salt
Scoop 2-3 tablespoons of cream

Jennelle Clark

cheese mixture into each cupcake
paper and gently smooth it over the
crust. Use about 1/2 teaspoon of the
raspberry puree to drop three or four
drops on the top of each cheesecake.
Use a toothpick to gently swirl the
dots until you get a nice marbled
effect.
Keep the oven at 325 degrees and
bake for about 22 minutes, until the
cheesecakes are set. (They will be
puffed over the tops of the tin when
you remove them from the oven, but
as they cool they will return to normal.)
Place the pan on a wire rack and
let cool until the cheesecakes are
room temperature. Transfer them to
the refrigerator and chill for at least
four hours, or overnight. Remove
from the refrigerator 20-30 minutes
before serving.
Notes:
• You can buy pre-made graham
cracker crumbs or you can put whole
graham crackers in the food processor and make your own.
• It may be a good idea to lightly spray
the insides of your paper cupcake liners with oil to keep the cheesecakes
from sticking to the wrappers.
• Make sure you let your cream cheese
get all the way to room temperature.
If it’s still cold it will make a lumpy
batter and it is almost impossible to
get the lumps out. It’s much easier
to just let the cream cheese get soft
beforehand. (If you’re really short on
time you can put it in the microwave
for no more than thirty seconds.)

- See TRIPPING, page 10

– jenn.wilson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Patrick: Four bars gear up for St. Patrick’s Day
-continued from page 8
The White Owl: Burger and a Big Dog
The beer-only bar offers liter mugs of domestic draft beer
called “Big Dogs” for $5. On Thursday the beer will be colored
green with food coloring. Malik said they usually sell a lot of
Killian’s Irish Red and Guinness Draft Pub Cans also.
“Killian’s Red is giving away a trip to Ireland,” Malik said.
“Tell the students to come in, we always treat them great and we’ll
treat them even better on St. Patty’s Day.”
David England, a senior majoring in environmental studies at
USU, said his favorite place to go is The White Owl because there
are more activities to do than just sit and drink, like playing pool
or darts.
The White Owl is on Center Street just west of Main. The
facade is illuminated by a bright white sign that shows off the
building’s melange of different colored bricks – remnants of the
two aging properties that were combined to make The White
Owl.
“I’d rather go there during the summer time so you can sit on
the patio, that’s another awesome thing about The Owl,” England
said. “It’s cooler because up there you can just grab your burger
off the grill and fix your burger.”
Malik said the White Owl offers a burger and a “Big Dog” special for $8 to $10 every Tuesday. In the summer time customers
tend to flock to the upstairs outdoor patio with its own set of beer
taps and chefs who prepare burgers on an open grill.
Mulligan’s: The DNA Couch
“I think the bar scene is pretty lame here if you ask me, coming from a big city,” Harris said, after moving to Logan from
Dallas. “Although, I do love that we don’t stay open ‘till two
o’clock in the morning so I can get home.”
Harris said she bartends at Mulligan’s to pay for tuition and
support her kids while she is in school. She said the owner hires
“cute chicks,” which causes the male-to-female ratio in the bar at a
given time to be about 10 to 1.
Every other Saturday, Mulligan’s hosts a hip-hop deejay that
plays music on the second floor loft, Harris said. The high walls
of the bars interior are lined with aging liquor and beer signs that
are strategically placed in awkward places. When the deejay is
not there, the relic of a jukebox plays blues tunes while blue-collar folks belly up to the bar to imbibe boilermakers and mixed
drinks.
“I wouldn’t say we have a typical crowd, it’s a total dive-bar,
there’s an inch layer of dust on everything. It still smells like
cigarettes from when you could smoke in here. The whole floor is
sticky, the chairs stick to the floor,” Harris said.
On weekends, with two or three ladies behind the bar, Harris
said there is a younger group of people. The bar gets packed and

takes on a completely different feel from the slower weekday evenings.
Sometimes the place gets out of hand, Baum said. One night
after last call, he said he witnessed a bar-clearing brawl that consisted of about 20 intoxicated men and women.
Harris said she has seen several crazy things happen while
bartending at Mulligan’s.
“We’ve caught some people having sex upstairs on the couch,
we call it the DNA Couch – pretty gross,” Harris said. “I’ve caught
somebody in the bathroom too.”
Sultan’s Tavern: Hotel California
Sultan’s Tavern is another beer-only bar, located on Main St.
near 200 South. England said he’s been there a couple of times
and has noticed an “older” crowd. He said his favorite quality of
Sultan’s is that it offers live music.
On weekend nights the bar charges a $5 cover for bands like
the one that was playing last Saturday. Several women shrugged
off their 9 to 5 weekday worries and danced the night away to
songs like “Hotel California” and “The Pompatus of Love.”
“We try to make it a fun place for everybody,” said bartender
Tony Hill. “The crowd really depends on the band. We get a
decent college crowd.”
The FOE: Members Only (Except on Band Nights)
On a night when the FOE is the venue for several bands, like
this past Saturday, the 210-capacity club costs students $5 to
enter. Otherwise, past president Clint Crockett said having membership, or knowing somebody who does, is required to get in.
Anybody can join the charity-driven club for an initial fee of
$58 and a subsequent annual fee of $38.
“We have six major charities that we raise money for, such as
the Heart Foundation, diabetes and seeing-eye dogs,” Crockett
said. “Then, we pick charities every year. This year it’s Primary
Children’s Hospital.”
Crockett said there are some USU students who are members
of The F.O.E. The membership has gone from an older crowd to
a younger crowd and on an average weekend night there will be
about 75 to 125 people there.
He said he’s thinking about leaving because nowadays younger
people don’t seem to care about giving to charities. Every now
and then he said he has to kick out people who get bad tempers
when drinking alcohol.
England said people complain about the bar scene in Logan
but it’s not that bad. He said he moved here from Illinois because
there was less trouble here.
– dan.whitney.smith@aggiemail.usu.edu

CREST WOODs
Brentwood
736 E 900 N

Lynwood
880 N 650 E

FEATURES:
• Practically on campus
• Full bath in each
bedroom
• Free wireless internet
• Fully equipped kitchen
• Washer & dryer
• Furnished
• Covered parking
Edgewood

Edgewood
736 E 800 N

Stay in the
BEST single
student
housing!
PRICES:
Entire Summer •
from $560
School Year •
Private from $3,150
Shared from $2,490

435-755-3181
www.logancrestwoods.com
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Tripping: Destination over journey
-continued from page 9
should be white, and protected from odor only
by a single yellow car air freshener, jasmine
flavored, hanging on an exposed pipe that
came through the wall and led to most likely
nowhere.
I did my uric acid-inspired duty, washed my
hands twice with what I was sincerely praying
was soap, grabbed a handful of beef jerky,
gave a wink and a smile to the cash register
lady by the name of Jeanine and made my way
ever so swiftly back to the car. Never have I
been so relieved to be scrunched in the back
of a vehicle in my life.
The rest of the weekend went swimmingly.
We had good fun, good food, great weather

and lost our voices watching some fantastic
basketball. But most of all I had learned a very
valuable lesson. The treasure in these vacations
is not the destination; in fact, it’s not even in
the journey. It’s in the dusty, stench-ridden pit
stops on the way that give us both character
and stories to tell.
I’m just joshing you. It’s totally about the
destination. Vegas rocked.
All in all, though, it’s great to be back in
Logan. I mean, if nothing else, this place sure
beats watching “Dragon Tales.” That show
gives me the creeps.
– steve.schwartzman@aggiemail.usu.edu

Street Speak
SUSAN ARRINGTON MADSEN and Carl Arrington speak Sept. 23, 2010, about their father’s diaries. Three winners were chosen and given cash prizes after attending the lecture and writing a paper on
their research. TODD JONES photo

How long do you think the Aggies will
last in the NCAA tournament?

Writers: Reading all those diaries

“Sweet 16!”

-continued from page 8
diary.
“The diary was a feminist text,” she said. “My
work applied a feminist interpretive model to a
19th-century Mormon male text.”
Jordan began writing after she travelled
abroad in 2002-03 to the Middle East and Spain.
She discovered a family folklore class offered
through the Salt Lake Community College’s
Community Writing Center and said she felt the
need to attend.
“The class inspired me to get serious about
writing, and I did,” Jordan said. She continued
to travel and live abroad researching, writing
and teaching.
Jordan loves storytelling and said writing is
very important.
“It is a means through which the human
experience can be conveyed,” she said.
Genevieve Draper – 2nd place
Genevieve Draper, a sophomore in history
and a Statesman staff writer, was awarded 500
dollars for her entry in the competition. She said
she heard about the lecture from ads and fliers on campus and announcements in the LDS
Institute.
Draper researched Arrington’s historical
diaries. The diaries had been sealed for 10 years
and reached a length of 35 linear feet, filling
100 boxes. During her research, she said she
went through about eight of the boxes. Draper
said Arrington had a strong impact in Mormon
history. As a journal keeper herself, she said she
enjoyed reading the diaries.
She said she found the diaries to be interesting because they include more than day-to-day
reporting. The diaries are a compilation of his
daily stories, along with newspaper clippings
and thank you notes. She said Arrington com-

piled other Mormon stories and his opinions on
those events as well.
“His diaries are more than just diaries,”
Draper said.
She learned about Arrington from his
humor.
“What you laugh about tells a lot about you,
it tells a lot about the time,” she said. “Humor is
really telling.”
John Brumbaugh – 3rd place
John Brumbaugh, graduate student in
American history, was awarded 250 dollars for
his third place entry. He said writing is bittersweet for him, and the process takes a lot out of
him, as he rewrote his paper multiple times.
“Good writing usually takes multiple drafts,
which means a lot of time and energy devoted to
a few pages of scribbling,” Brumbaugh said. “On
the other hand, it is a great feeling to discover
new information and clearly explain the significance.”
Brumbaugh was interested in how Leonard
Arrington influenced the study of Mormon history. He said he started by examining a number
of broad works on Mormon historiography to
understand the changes in Mormon history over
the last 60 years.
“Then I moved into the published autobiographical works by Arrington to understand
how he felt about the changes,” he said.
“Leonard Arrington is the most important Mormon no one has ever heard about,”
Brumbaugh said. “Mormon Church transparency about the Mountain Meadows Massacre and
Joseph Smith are due in part to a process started
by this Idaho farm boy turned historian.”
– natasha.bodily@aggiemail.usu.edu

– Chase Harris,
senior
marketing
“With Stew as
coach, they have
only made it past
the first round
once in the last
appearances. I predict a first round
loss.”
– Vinnie
Bauman,
junior
Bio-Chemistry

“We don’t know
how to play tough
teams, so I predict
a second round
loss.”

– Scott Egbert,
junior
economics

“I think that
Utah State
will lose in the
second round
by 12 points to
Wisconsin.”

– Wes
Constandse,
junior
social studies

Information gathered by Branden Fonda

Art: Sculptures acquired nationally
-continued from page 8
moved into the building formally housing the
University Press and Scholarly Publications. Berry
said in order to distinguish the building, the
museum decided to relocate one of the campus
statues to that location. Originally Berry thought
of moving Snafu, also known as the “french fry
sculpture,” but the option presented difficulties.
“Snafu didn’t fit,” Berry said.
After some consideration, it was decided that
Troika, a curved red statue formally situated on
the plaza of the Chase Fine Arts building, would
be moved to the new offices of the CCA.
“Troika just seemed like the best fit,” Berry
said. “It looks wonderful out there and it’s an
iconic image for the college.”
Nick Morrison, senior associate dean of the
CCA, said the statue seems right at home in its
new location.
“I think that it’s way cool to have art at an arts
building,” he said.
Morrison said the concrete was poured for
Troika in late September, as he remembered it,
the day before Logan’s first snow of the fall. He
said the statue has facilitated in giving directions
to the otherwise inconspicuous building on the
east end of 800 North.
Berry said there’s also a serendipitous aspect to
Troika’s new home, which is seen from the road,
as the shapes that make up the sculpture seem to
spell out the initials of the new Caine school.
Tilting Arc by George Baker
USU’s kinetic sculpture, Tilting Arc, is located
at the west entrance of the fine arts plaza. The
sculpture’s multiple moving parts turn and sway
in the breeze and according to museum documents the piece “immediately announces ‘you are
approaching an arts complex’.”
Tilting Arc underwent corrective maintenance
last year, as it was disassembled for a year and
returned to full moving operation in March 2010.
“This is a very finely balanced piece of equipment,” Berry said.
Morrison said the piece is one of his favorites
because of the way it involves both movement and
sound as the different arms rotate.
“I’ve always liked that one,” Morrison said.
Four Without by Robert Winkler
Berry said that the four wooden pillars outside
of the College of Natural Resources weren’t necessarily intended to act as a reference to nature and
forestry, but the sculpture certainly seems to fit
the mood of its location.
“We placed it in front of the Natural
Resources,” she said. “It was made out of wood
and we liked the way it had interplay with the
architecture.”

Four Without’s arrival in Logan came as the
result of a sculpture contest held at USU in 2000.
Ten pieces were temporarily placed around campus with four being chosen as purchase awards
for the university collection.
The piece consists of stacked planks of cedar
wood, reinforced with steel. Each pillar is nine
feet tall.
Pivotal Concorde by David L. Deming
Perhaps the largest sculpture on campus,
Pivotal Concord spans 40 feet and sits east of the
Merrill-Cazier library. According to museum
documents, Deming wrote that an inspiration for
the piece was the Concorde Jet, specifically the
way it bridges continents.
Deming’s sculpture is a prominent feature on
campus, not just for its size. Berry said the location for Concorde is particularly good.
“It ends up being a wonderful choice,” she said.
“It picks up the line of the mountains.”
The Eccles museum is primarily responsible
for the upkeep of sculptures on campus, and
Berry said Pivotal Concorde has seen it’s share
of wear and tear over the years as students commonly stand on its ramps. Maintenance is no
simple task, and a cleaning and paint job, like the
one Pivotal Concorde has received in the last year,
costs thousands of dollars.
“It’s public art, this is going to happen,” she
said.
Knowing that public art is a hands-on installation, Berry said the only thing she really hates
to see are people using the sculptures slopes for
skateboards and other wheeled devices, as damage to the surface can create rust that permanently damages the sculpture.
“Tennis shoes are much nicer,” she said.
Musician by Thakernpole Kampalanont and
Prasong Wanmakehjorn
Between the Animal Science and Geology
buildings sits a curious flautist made of bronze.
The plaque tells passers-by that it is Phra
Apaimanee, a prince in popular Thai culture,
whose magic pipes soothe all who listen.
Musician was gifted to USU by alumnus and
then-Permament Secratary of The Ministry
of Agriculture and Cooperatives in Bangkok,
Tweesackdi Sesaweech. Berry said the piece was
designed to be displayed indoors and while the
prince looks cheery as ever, the sculpture has seen
significant damage.
“It’s decaying, it’s breaking down,” Berry said.
“It will, someday, self-destruct.”
Berry assured that day was a long way off.

– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Aggie Radio great – if
only we could hear it

Benjamin C. Wood
Copy Editor
Chelsey Gensel

Y

ou’ve probably heard of it, but the number of people who have actually heard it
is much more limited. When it comes to
Aggie Radio, it seems the most common question asked by prospective listeners is, “What
station is it on?”
That’s where the confusion sets in, because
Aggie Radio can’t be found on any AM or FM
frequencies around Logan. The only way to
get Aggie Radio, other than online streaming,
is to have an HD radio, which is another confusing device that next to nobody owns.
Aside from the lack of availability, Aggie
Radio appears to be a part of Utah State
University that could be on the verge of a
rapid rise to prominence if the pieces fall into
place for it all. HD radio is not going to be the
avenue that a university radio station uses to
rise to the campus mainstream, however.
While Aggie Radio currently has a diverse
lineup of themed shows, DJs and sports talk
as part of its programming, its shortcoming
is the lack of availability. As things stand, the
immediate future looks like it would probably
be, at best, a developmental period of time
for the station. HD radio hasn’t and isn’t catching on, here or anywhere, anytime soon, and
while online-exclusive streaming offers plenty
of flexibility at low operating cost, it doesn’t
get the music and talk shows into anybody’s
traditional means of listening to the radio.
With the Federal Communication
Commission’s current moratorium on new FM
radio licenses, the immediate future of Aggie
Radio appears to be at a stalemate, but not
without a glimmer of hope. If Utah State’s
student-run radio station can grab an FM
frequency when that moratorium is lifted this
year, there’s no reason why it couldn’t become
one of the top radio stations in Cache Valley
from day one, given the abysmal choices in FM
radio currently found in this valley.
Not only that, but it would provide more
real exposure to running a radio station for
the students involved with Aggie Radio and
within the JCOM department, a valuable asset
for people hoping to tap into that branch of
broadcast media.
Basically, Aggie Radio is a good idea, and
one that we hope sticks around. Hopefully, it
can become something much bigger than it
currently is, and give an actual voice in broadcast media to and from the student body that
can reach across the entire Cache Valley. As
for now, we would love to listen to Aggie
Radio on a regular basis, we just can’t.

Learning even during
troubled times
The expenditure of as
Faculty
much time and money is spent
Voices
– by individuals, families, and
taxpayers – at a place like
Utah State University warrants an examination of what
it all goes for. What is the
point of pursuing an education here, or anywhere? The
easy answer is “to get a job.”
But jobs are, at best, temporary, and looking ahead only that
far does not reveal to the tremendous possibilities – and
responsibilities – offered here.
In 1939, as England was facing the onslaught of the Nazi
machine in Europe, C.S. Lewis wrote “Learning in War Time,”
in which he examined the seeming triviality of studying at a
university compared to the threat they faced. In this essay he
writes, “What is the use of beginning a task which we have
so little chance of finishing? Or, even if we ourselves should
happen not to be interrupted by death or military service,
why should we – indeed how can we – continue to take an
interest in these placid occupations when the lives of our
friends and the liberties of Europe are in the balance? Is it
not like fiddling while Rome burns?”
England’s extremity led Lewis to deeply examine reasons
for the pursuit of learning at the university in hard times.
Here are some of my own:
One reason is to become civilized. That is, to learn to get
along in civil society, to understand enough about our fellowman that we have reason to treat him or her with dignity
and respect, despite whatever differences there may be – or
even if they play or cheer for another team.
Another reason to learn is to be able to help. Our situation
is not so dire as was England’s in 1939, but times are turbulent. Today, like most days, the world is wracked by conflict,
revolution, division, and natural disaster. Understanding our

- See LEARN, page 12
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Rap music more than meets the ear
Rap has always been critiLizzen
cized for the glorification of
Up
violence, the objectification
of women, and the promotion of drugs and alcohol.
Many claim that listening to
rap lyrics can have an influential and negative effect on
youth. However, studies show
this is not necessarily the case describe your childhood will
and rap listeners will tell you be as sharp and painful as the
that, rather than encouraging
situation itself.
them to act out,
Most successit helps them
ful rap artists
“Rap
has
always
cope with issues
come from lessin life that relate been about real- than-ideal backto the music’s ity, telling a raw grounds and
content.
use their music
A dialogue story without
as a way to
about rap lyrics regard to sensicope with and
could encom- tivity or censur- express their
pass an entire ing.”
struggle, telling
newspaper, so
an oftentimes
for this discusunpleasant story
sion’s sake let’s
that listeners
be clear and upfront – rap don’t hear from other forms
lyrics are not oriented around of media, but is nevertheless
bubble-gum teenage love real life for many Americans.
pop. Rap has always been
Although it cannot be
about reality, telling a raw story denied that violence in rap
without regard to sensitivity or music has increased in past
censuring. Lyrics can be ugly years, this is more in response
and profane, but what other to, rather than encouragement
kind of language accurately of, violence in social condicaptures the environments tions. Studies differ in findthat rap describes? If you were ing whether rap influences
raised in a drug-ridden, impov- youngsters to commit crimes;
erished neighborhood where however, most rap artists
being hungry is a typical feel- agree that rap merely seeks to
ing and 12-year-olds belong tell a story and some even find
to gangs, the lyrics used to the idea of rap promoting vio-

Liz Emery

lence to be ludicrous – no pun
intended. In his song “Gangsta
Rap Made Me Do It,” hip-hop
artist Ice Cube not-so-subtly
states his cynicism over rap
being blamed for the actions
of young miscreants. Yelawolf,
an artist recently signed onto
rap superstar Eminem’s record
label, expresses similar sentiments in an interview with
VLADTV.com. “Listen to my
music, and don’t try and reenact things literally,” he says.
“Use my music as an outlet to
get away from the (things) that
bother you.”
I can’t count how
many times I listened to
“Mockingbird” and “Rock
Bottom” by Eminem after I
got kicked out for reporting
an abusive mother, and then
again, three months later,
for dating a woman. In the
times I was the most alone,
I could always turn to my
iPod and find somebody who
could understand how I felt
at that moment, even if the
situation wasn’t exactly the
same. Whether your father is
dying of cancer or you just
failed a math test, plugging
in ear phones and finding an
instant best friend in the lyrics
of a song is an attribute that
no other musical genre can

- See MUSIC, page 12

GRAMA change all about politics
I am writing
thoroughly vetted and publicly debated, the
Opposition congressional leadership rushed HB 477 to
today not as a
columnist but
Research avoid public backlash. Under the pathetic
as a desperguise of “constituent privacy,” the state legislaate student,
ture voted to choke off public information and
trying to get
our spineless Governor Gary Herbert signed it
the word out
into law.
before it is too
House Bill 477 works to sharply restrict
late. Instead
Utah’s open records law by prohibiting elecof embracing
tronic records from being made public. It outtransparency in our government, the Utah right bans public access to lawmakers’ voice
State Legislature has worked to make access messages, text messages, videos and even
to public documents much more difficult and e-mails.
to change the government stance
What this means is that
on transparency. We must not
secret dealings with lobbyists
allow them to win.
will become difficult to moni“GRAMA ultiA just government is one that
tor if communications are made
must be transparent. Our strong mately exists to
through 21st-century technolcommitment to that belief has be a constant
ogy. Lawmakers can conduct
brought about open record laws reminder to poli- illegal practices and the public
such as the Government Records
never know about it. HBticians that we, may
Access and Management Act
477 will bring about the elimi(GRAMA). Through Utah’s the people, are
nation of government transparGRAMA, media and watchdog the gate keepency and, as a result, public
groups can request public records ers of Utah, not accountability.
in order to monitor how lawmakThe reason for HB-477’s pasers conduct business with our tax them.”
sage was political, not privacy. I
dollars.
believe the congressional leadIt creates accountability as
ership is preparing to illegally
it forces the government to be responsible redraw all the districts in Utah and they want
and honest in their public policy decisions. to do it secretly. They’re hoping to redraw disGRAMA ultimately exists to be a constant tricts in a way that will gain Republicans more
reminder to politicians that we, the people, seats in the 2012 election and possibly elimiare the gate keepers of Utah, not them. The nate Democrat Jim Matheson from his seat. By
free flow in information is the life blood of any being able to communicate secretly, the public
democracy. It must be protected at any cost.
will not have a chance to review the redrawn
But instead of defending the concept of districts until it is too late. That, however, will
transparency and openness, our lawmakers not be the most disturbing change that we will
have returned back to feudalistic times. In the see.
waning days of the 2011 legislature, the conHouse Bill 477 will alter the government’s
gressional leadership secretly rushed through fundamental philosophical approach to transHouse Bill 477, an amendment to GRAMA, parency. Before HB-477, it was the burden of
in an unheard-of three days. Instead of allowing the typical three weeks for a bill to be - See LAW, page 12
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
Did the Aggies get
robbed with their 12th
seed?
•
•
•

Yes, we were number 17 in the nation.
No, it is the WAC
after all.
At least we’re dancing.

Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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Learn: Education plays major role
-continued from page 11

neighbors – in Libya, Tokyo,
Port Au Prince, or Logan –
naturally leads to a desire to
ameliorate their difficulties.
This assistance is best administered by those trained to
solve the problems at hand,
each according to his or her
skill. The Good Samaritan,
that paragon of helpfulness,
was successful because he
was both willing and able to
bind up wounds and administer comfort. We are learning skills that will enable us
to perform informed good
works, across a broad range
of skill sets. We need graduates with the skills to rebuild
Japan, or Haiti, a broken
bone or a broken home.
We should be learning,
too, to weigh in the balance the consequences of
the choices we make. Just
because an action can be
taken does not necessarily
mean that it should be taken.
Fly zone, or no fly zone? To
drill or not to drill? These are
tough questions.
We are learning, too, to
solve problems. To our students in engineering, it may
seem that this is a large part

– or maybe all – of what
they learn. But in seeking
solutions, we need be planning to solve more problems
today than we create for the
future.
Related to weighing in the
balance and solving problems today and later is the
consideration of the past:
“Not that the past has any
magic about it, but because
we cannot study the future,
and yet need something to
set against the present, to
remind us that the basic
assumptions have been quite
different in different periods
and that much which seems
certain to the uneducated is
merely temporary fashion,”
Lewis wrote.
We should be learning
humility: That there is ever
so much more known than
even our most outspoken
sophomore or our most
accomplished graduate student will ever know, and ever
so much more to know than
is now known. And in that
humility, to establish tools
and discipline for learning
how to overcome our own
ignorance.

And we should be learning to distinguish fluff and
nonsense from relevance
and significance. As Lewis
observes, “A man who has
lived in many places is not
likely to be deceived by the
local errors of his native village.” We cannot easily live
in many villages, but “the
scholar has lived in many
times and is therefore in
some degree immune from
the great cataract of nonsense that pours from the
press and the microphone of
his own age.”
What was a cataract in
1939 is now more like an
onslaught of tsunamis.
As a professor, I’ve been
accused of teaching really
hard classes. In my defense,
I always plead that the material is what it is. I just try to
teach it thoroughly. Looking
over the larger reasons for
what we should be accomplishing, I wonder if there is
ever enough that can
be taught.
Tood Moon is the department head of electrical and
computer engineering.

Music: Lyrics can help in hard times
-continued from page 11
accomplish as well as rap.
Rap not only helps listeners cope with
troublesome situations, but let’s get technical
and discuss the mechanics of rap: they’re just
plain cool. Regardless of whether you actually
like to listen to rap, there is no denying that
it takes incredible talent to create the endrhyme, internal rhyme, alliteration, metaphor,
simile, complicated meter, enjambment, and
just about every other facet of “classical”
poetry that a great rap song encases. In fact,
Utah State’s own literature analysis expert, Dr.
Shane Graham, admits that artists like Eminem
are the masters of internal rhyme.

So whether you’re a fan of Dr. Dre, Lupe
Fiasco, Nas, Wiz Khalifa, Tupac, Jay-Z, or you
hate the genre altogether, rap, despite its many
criticisms and faults, takes incredible talent and
is invaluable as a source of respite for millions
of listening fans – and when others are finding their lives made easier by simply listening
to music, then maybe we should cut rappers
some slack and let them tell their stories with a
little more understanding.
Liz Emery is a junior majoring in English with
an emphasis in creative writing. She can be
reached at liz.emery@yahoo.com.

Law: Opposition is mobilizing
-continued from page 11

the government to prove why a record must
be withheld from the public. All records were
considered to be public unless the government
could justify otherwise. With HB-477, the burden will be shifted onto the public.
All records are now considered restricted
unless the public can show through “preponderance of the evidence that the public interest
favoring access outweighs the interest favoring
restriction of access.”
If a reporter was requesting chat logs to see
if a representative is taking kickbacks from lobbyists, the reporter must present evidence that
that is the case. If they cannot, their request is
denied. Case closed, end of story.
Repressive governments use such justifications to keep the public from knowing about
abuses and wrongdoings. Thanks to HB-477,
Utah can now proudly stand with third-world
governments in terms of transparency.
We may have lost the battle, but the war is
far from done. All over Utah, thousands of concerned citizens ranging from tea party activists
to Democrats are rallying together to call for a
referendum on HB-477. Our weapons consist
of social media, the power of the pen, and
you.
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In order to hold a referendum and allow
House Bill 477 to be brought up for a public
vote, we must gather over a total of 120,000
signatures from all counties. Many students,
including myself, will be working in the next
few weeks to gather the required signatures.
Utah State University is in a very unique position. We have thousands of students from
every county in the state. What happens here
USU could possibly decide what happens for
Utah. We must rise up to the challenge.
I urge you to join the Facebook group to
learn more on how you can help and to follow
on twitter about latest developments. To volunteer to gather signatures, visit stop477.org.
Signature sheets are being printed and distributed at this very moment. We only have until
April 19 to gather all the signatures. The time
is here and the time is now. As Thomas Paine
wrote: “A body of men holding themselves
accountable to nobody ought not to be trusted
by anybody.”

Justin Hinh is a sophomore majoring in political science and the president of the College
Libertarians. He can be reached at justintsn10@
gmail.com.
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All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu

Pearls Before Swine • Steve Pastis

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Synaptic Meltdown •

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price
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Wednesday

March 16
Today is Wednesday,
March 16, 2011. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Thomas
Kano, a junior majoring in acounting from
Brigham City, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History:
In 1850, Nathaniel
Hawthorne’s story of
adultery and betrayal
in colonial America,
The Scarlet Letter, is
published.

Weather
High: 45° Low: 32°
Skies: Rain

You need to know....

Pancake Breakfast on the TSC
Patio. Enjoy a hearty breakfast
while supporting Prevent Child
Abuse America March 16, 8-11
a.m.

Aggies For Change College
Competition and Coin Collection
on March 17-18 donate your small
change to make a BIG difference
in your college. Each dollar you
donate will go directly to your college and will be matched by faculty
and staff. TSC Patio 8:30-3:30 p.m.
First ever Recycle Olympics
March 18th in the Fieldhouse!
Watch your peers play Ultimate
Stryo- Frisbee, Flag Newsball, and
“Tin Can Soccer” at 6:00 p.m. If
you want a gold medal, join us
at 7:00 for relay races! We’ll have
crush-a-thons, trash can relays,
and the cardboard crawl just to
name a few. Let’s kick some trash
for RecycleMania! Refreshments
served.
The MFTSA and their sponsors
will provide a family night out
for two deserving families who
are identified by application. We
are looking for families who are in
need or who have displayed exceptional community service. This
may include military service families. Nominate a deserving family
using the application available at
mftsa.webs.com. APPLICATIONS
DUE MARCH 21, 2011, BY NOON.
Join us on March 17, from 5:157 p.m. in the Accolade Room at
Hamilton’s, for good food, good
company, and a Timepiece by
Sergio Bernal, Director of USU
Symphony Orchestra and Associate
Professor in the Department of
Music. The Timepiece will be entitled: “Mozart and the Freemasons:
The Magic Flute.”
Come listen to Gary Schmitt’s
FREE public lecture titled
“Defending Defense: Why Cutting
the Defense Budget Doesn’t Make
Sense” on March 18 at 12:30 p.m.
in the Eccles Conference Center
Auditorium, room 216.
RDT’s Elements concert is
designed to remind audiences of
the beauty and fragility of the planet. On March 16 RDT wishes to
encourage environmental responsibility and to increase awareness of
what it means to care for our earth
at 7:30 p.m. in the Ellen Eccles,
Theatre cost is $16-$22.

ShamRock
ShamRock ‘Till You Drop! The
only place to be on St. Patrick’s
Day! Dancing, photo booths,
games, inflatables and concessions for the prevention of child
abuse. March 17, 7-11 p.m. in
the TSC Ballroom. 20 percent of
all proceeds go to Prevent Child
Abuse America and 80 percent
of all proceeds go to the Child
and Family Support Center.
Please RSVP on Facebook.

Science demos

Thursday

Come enjoy an hour of Science
Demos with nothing but the
best March 16 at 7 p.m. at the
ESLC 130. James Coburn will
probably show us new ways to
set things on fire, blow stuff up,
and what freeze things past all
logical limits. It is free.

March 17
- Book Drive, TSC South Door or
Business Building
- Real 2 Reel Film Fest: Call for Entries,
all day
- Mad Scientist Photo Competition,
TSC Bookstore, 7 a.m.
- Powder Wagon, TSC Parking Lot, 8
a.m.
- Aggies for Change Coin Collection,
TSC Patio, 8:30-3:30 p.m.
- Teacher Recruitment Fair, TSC, 9-2
p.m.
- 20,000 Bouncy Ball Drop, Stadium
Parking Lot, 3:30 p.m.
- Women’s Basketball vs. Arizona, 5:30

Halo in the Hub

Come enjoy an afternoon of
HALO, in the Hub March 16
at 3:30. There will be a tournament, with prizes going to the
winning team. There will also
be TVs set up for free play. This
is our computer science event,
so everyone knows; geeks make
your life better.

Bouncy drop

20,000 bouncy balls will be
dropped from a helicopter! If
you buy a cup and it catches one
of the winning balls you could
win prizes. The bouncy balls
will be dropped from about 100
ft in the air onto the stadium
parking lot just west of the
Student Wellness Center. Come
and watch this world record
event March 17 at 3:30 p.m.
have fun, and you may even win
a prize.

Friday

March 18
- Recycle Olympics, Fieldhouse, 6
p.m.
- 7th Annual Celtic Night, Ellen
Eccles, 7:30 p.m.
- African Banquet, TSC Ballroom, 7
p.m.

Strange Brew•Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

Dayton, Ohio

Second Round

Third Round

Cleveland • Fri.
Charlotte, N.C. • Fri. Charlotte, N.C. • Fri.

2:10 p.m.

5 W. Va. (20-11)
12 UAB or Clemson

12:25 p.m.

4 Kentucky (25-8)
13 Princeton (25-6)

Elite Eight

Elite Eight

March 26-27

March 26-27

11 Marquette (20-14)

Newark, N.J.

30 min. following

Final Four

Final Four

April 2

April 2

30 min. following

FREE
21
oz.
Drink
with any $5 purchase.
7:15 p.m.

Houston
1 Duke (30-4)
16 Hampton (24-8)
8 Michigan (20-13)
9 Tennessee (19-14)

12:40 p.m.

4 Texas (27-7)
13 Oakland (25-7)

12:15 p.m.

Championship
Game
April 4

NATIONAL
CHAMPION

30 min. following

1:40 p.m.

Houston

Stop! Here’s a

Anaheim, CA

New Orleans

5

Richmond (27-7)

12

Louisville (25-9)

4

Morehead St. (24-9) 13

Georgetown (21-10) 6
USC or VCU
11
Purdue (25-7)

3

St. Peter’s (20-13)

14

Texas A&M (24-8)
Florida St. (21-10)

7
10

Notre Dame (26-6) 2
Akron (23-12)
15
Pittsburgh (27-5)

1

UNC Ash./Ark. LR

16

12:40 p.m.

Butler (23-9)
8
Old Dominion (27-6) 9

30 min. following

Kansas St. (22-10) 5
Utah St. (30-3)
12

7:27 p.m.

30 min. following

Wisconsin (23-8)

4

Belmont (30-4)

13

St. John’s (21-11)
Gonzaga (24-9)

6
11

All times EDT
7:15 p.m.

30 min. following

Exp. 5/15/11

6:50 p.m.

BYU (30-4)

3

Wofford (21-12)

14

UCLA (22-10)
Mich. St. (19-14)

7
10

Florida (26-7)

2
15

UC-SB (18-13)

AP

Tampa, Fla. • Thur.

2:10 p.m.

Miss with This!

Vanderbilt (23-10)

SOUTHEAST

30 min. following

2 San Diego St. (32-2)
30 min. following
15 N. Colorado (21-10)

8
9

Denver • Thur.

7 Temple (25-7)
10 Penn. St. (19-14)

UNLV (24-8)
Illinois (19-13)

Houston

"IG "LUE
Large Pepperoni
WEST
and Breadsticks

3 UConn (26-9)
14 Bucknell (25-8)

7:20 p.m.

30 min. following

Also in Providence:
200 North Highway 165
7:20 p.m.
752-2030

1
16

Tucson, Ariz. • Thur.

30 min. following

1:40 p.m.

Kansas (32-2)
Boston U. (21-13)

SOUTHWEST

30 min. following

5 Arizona (27-7)
12 Memphis (25-9)

6 Cincinnati (25-8)
11 Missouri (23-10)

San Antonio

30 min. following

7 Washington (23-10)
30 min. following
10 Georgia (21-11)
(26-7)
2 UNC
Exp. 5/5/11
15 LIU (27-5)

30 min. following

7:27 p.m.

Everyone’s Favorite Stop!

3 Syracuse (26-7)
14 Indiana St. (20-13)

6:50 p.m.

30 min. following

EAST
6 Xavier (24-7)

Coupon
Corner
Sweet 16

March 24-25

Wash. • Thur.

Tulsa, Okla. • Fri.

8 Geo. Mason (26-6)
9 Villanova (21-11)

Sweet 16
March 24-25

Second Round

March 19-20

Chicago • Fri.

Wash. • Thur.

30 min. following

Third Round

Chicago • Fri.

Tucson, Ariz. • Thur.

1 Ohio St. (32-2)
16 UTSA or Ala. State

/GP¶U&KXKUKQP+
$CUMGVDCNN%JCORKQPUJKR

Denver • Thur.

Tampa, Fla. • Thur.

Cleveland • Fri.

March 19-20

Tulsa, Okla. • Fri.

ut!

- AFSA Week, TSC
- Book Drive, TSC South Door or
Business Building
- Current Works, Chase Fine Arts
- Fringe Film Festival: Call for Entries,
FAV, all day
- Real 2 Reel Film Fest: Call for Entries,
all day
- Mad Scientist Photo Competition,
TSC Bookstore, 7 a.m.
- Pancake Breakfast, TSC Patio, 8 a.m.
- Meditation Club, TSC, 1:30 p.m.
- HALO in the Hub, TSC Hub, 3:30
p.m.
- Science Demo Show, ESLC
Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Deep End•tyson.cole@aggiemail

Pancakes

